6th Annual

Science & Bible –
21st Century Understanding
Saturday, July 16, 2016
St. Lucas Community Church
1195 Manning Ave. N., Lake Elmo, MN 55042

Live presentations by Spike Psarris – former engineer in US
military space program; author of 3 vol. “What You Aren’t
Being told About Astronomy” and Don Slinger
Hear the latest scientific data, how it relates to the Bible and how to
apply it to your life. The flyer is downloadable at www.stlucascc.org and http://tccsa.tc
8:50-9:00
9:00-10:00

Opening remarks and speaker introduction
Our Created Solar System – Spike Psarris Did our Solar System form from a cloud of gas billions of
years ago, as secular astronomers claim? Or was it created by God, as the Bible says? This presentation goes
planet-by-planet through our Solar System, showing how each of the planets (along with many of their moons)
uniquely contradicts secular origins models.

10:00-10:10
10:10-10:50

Break and book table
Bible Timeline – Don Slinger Consider some recent genetic, archaeological and geological findings in
relation to the Bible Timeline. An accurate foundation is necessary for accurate data interpretation. The
establishment of the laws of nature, mathematics, logic, etc. require something that is more than and outside
the limits of space, matter, energy, life and time. Phenomenal findings and new understanding in recent years.

10:50-11:00
11:00-Noon

Break and book table
Our Created Universe – Spike Psarris This presentation debunks Big Bang cosmology. It shows why the
Big Bang model fails scientifically, and discusses the dangers of compromising our view of Scripture in order to
accept it (which many Christians are doing today). The universe does not testify of a Big Bang; instead, the
heavens declare the glory of God.

Enhance your spiritual confidence with the
facts and compelling reasons for your faith so
that you can give a reasoned answer to
yourself and to others. Reconnect history,
science and the Bible.

